These are the notes from the presentation by Christian Jacqz on CLDXFv2 to the FGDC Address
Theme Subcommittee about six months ago. It is hoped they will provide some context for
the discussion.

CLDXF
CLDXF stands for Civic Location Data eXchange Format. It’s a standard maintained by the
National Emergency Number Association (NENA) to provide the structure for location records
used in 9-1-1 systems. Two misconceptions that I’d like to immediately correct. CLDXF
provides the template for other NENA standards such as the GIS Data Model, so it’s wrong to
think of it as “just an exchange format.” CLDXF is also not only about land-line call records.
Currently the vast majority of 9-1-1 calls originate from wireless devices and many others
come from Voice-over-IP (VOIP) systems but structured location description is still important
in both those contexts. Formats such as the Emergency Incident Description Document
include real-time location data sharing from verbal and other sources, which will conform to
CLDXF. In other words, CLDXF is about much more than just validating and transmitting an
address associated with a land-line. Things have changed since 9-1-1 was invented.
Because of the rollout of Next Generation 9-1-1, many states have built or are building CLDXFcompliant location databases with records linked to GIS features (site / structure address
points). These GIS databases are being used at local, regional and state levels as master
address databases for many other purposes. In the statewide database for Massachusetts,
addresses are linked to building footprints. That database is publicly available and widely
used by the private sector and in supporting delivery of government agency services. Public
sector agencies using the data include public health, transportation, assessing, housing,
environment, facility management, planning, inspections and many others.
The link to GIS is very important to keep in mind when thinking about the use of this new
standard. The hierarchy of location elements was very much conceived of as a geographic
hierarchy, with the ability to leverage GIS to organize and QA records in the location database.
The GIS data that is attached to records at various levels of detail complements what is in the
location database. You may only have a point to represent a site, but additional detail such as
building name will be useful to responders once they arrive.

CLDXF v1

CLDXF v1 was strongly influenced by the Federal standard and the two are largely compatible
with respect to street address format. Where v1 and the Federal standard largely differ is in
the management of “subaddress” data elements. FGDC has general purpose subaddress
elements which can optionally be parsed into identifier and type. CLDXF requires
classification of each part of a subaddress into a set of fixed types, which in v1 are building,
floor, unit, room and seat. These are called elements in XML, but you can think of them as
fields in a database as well.

This classification puts an additional burden on data managers, but also provides important
benefits. It ensures data quality and standardization, which is useful for validation.
Conflation of data from different sources can be very time-consuming – this approach
facilitates it. It also means that all records that relate to a particular feature can be related to
GIS representations of that feature. And finally, it organizes data in a way that is specifically
useful to dispatchers and responders and the folks that build systems for their use.

CLDXF v2 Workgroup
The CLDXF V2 workgroup started in March 2018 with about 40 members from across the US.
They included 9-1-1 system developers and integrators, GIS data managers, first responders
and call center staff. The perspective of first responders and call center staff was
tremendously important – what do they need to know, how does the record correspond to
what responders see when they arrive on site. Also important was the perspective of
application developers, who were thinking about things like screen real estate and
interchange protocols. And finally, many of our members were GIS data managers, and their
perspective on integrating GIS with the structure we were developing was crucial in shaping
the standard.
We had 90 minute calls almost every week, well over a hundred calls, to review proposed
text. The group’s original scope included two topics: resolving difficulties users encountered
with landmarks and subaddresses and revisiting how place names are managed. The first
topic pretty much consumed all the workgroup’s time and energy, so we dropped place
names from our scope.
The overarching objective was to provide a structure that specifies locations precisely,
unambiguously and consistently, considering what responders and dispatchers need to know,
and to support validation of addresses against a GIS database both before and during an
emergency call.

Problems in CLDXF v1
In CLDXF v1, landmarks and subaddress buildings are defined as follows:
• Landmark Name Part is defined as a “prominent feature which is publicly known”
• Complete Landmark Name consists of one or more Landmark Name Parts e.g. “State
University of New York at Buffalo North Campus Baldy Hall”
• The Building element is defined as the name of “One among a group of buildings that
have the same address number and complete street name.”
This approach follows FGDC, in which subaddress is “a separate, identifiable portion of a
feature, the whole of which is identified by [a street address or landmark name].”
The majority of our workgroup found these definitions to be arbitrary and subjective; they
overlap in some ways and don’t deal with all cases. For landmarks: what does “prominent”
mean? “Publicly known” to whom? Complete landmarks may include a nested set of

landmark names – but how deeply do you nest landmark parts? Where do you draw the line
between landmark and subaddress? None of this is clearly defined.
We did some research and discovered that every “landmark” building we could think of also
had (at least one) a street address. In fact, in database terms, the relationship between street
address and building is many-to-many - some named buildings have multiple street addresses
and single street addresses commonly apply to multiple buildings. Here’s the ER diagram for
that:
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Per the definition, is the grouping by street address the defining characteristic of a subaddress
building? A building might easily satisfy both definitions –a prominent landmark feature with
other accessory buildings at a site that is identified by just one street address. So, logically,
these definitions in CLDXF v1 just don’t work. There are many stakeholders in the 9-1-1 data
compilation process. Given the subjectivity of the definition and the multiple possible
cardinalities, how do you ensure that the necessary classifications will be done consistently?
Ideally, the same data would always end up in the same place in the database and users will
know where to look for it. That was our goal.

Solutions in CLDXF v2
The solution the workgroup came to eliminate the distinction between landmark and
subaddress and to put all “named locations” into an expanded hierarchy of types. CLDXF v1
had the building, floor, unit, room seat elements. We added elements to deal with named
exterior areas which we called sites and subsites. We also expanded the definition of a
building to include all types of structures, bridges, tanks, cell towers and so on. Any structure
identifier goes in the structure element – as we said in the workgroup “a building is a building
is a building” regardless of landmark status. In CLDXF v2, this includes proper names like
“Talien Hall,” arbitrary alphanumeric strings like “A” or “1,” and functional names like
“Cafeteria” or “Fuel Storage Tank #5.” The distinction between names and arbitrary
identifiers goes away. We also made sure the hierarchy could accommodate the difficult
cases:
Parking lots and sub-areas within larger named areas
Slips in marinas
Lots in trailer parks
Seating areas and rows in arenas or stadiums
Workstation groupings in large office spaces
Production areas, zones, aisles and assembly lines in factories and warehouses
Wings in hospitals, govt. buildings & schools

Named location hierarchy
Site

An identified area of land, which may or may not have structures on it.

SubSite

A named sub-area of a site, such as a parking lot.

Structure

Any kind of "vertical" built feature such as a building, cell tower, tank
etc.

Wing

A large portion of a structure.

Unit
(type/value)

Most commonly, a collection of rooms with distinct function or
occupancy.

Room

A single enclosed space within a structure.

Section

An identified, unenclosed area within a structure like a stadium or
factory floor

Row

A linear collection of seats, workstations, equipment or storage.

Seat

A single seat, workstation, or other "point" location within a structure.

Floor

A defined vertical level within a structure.

Above is the complete hierarchy of location types in CLDXF v2 – you can see that it goes from
larger to smaller and from outside areas to enclosed interior spaces for the first six elements,
but then there are some new elements which deal with unenclosed interior spaces.
The top level is Site - an identified area of land, which may or may not have structures on it.
This is new. Within a site you can have a SubSite - a named sub-area of a site, such as a
parking lot. This is also new. Structure is an expanded version of the original CLDXF building
element - any kind of "vertical" built feature such as a building, cell tower, tank etc. is a
structure. I will return to the other elements, but first let’s work through the top levels with
some illustrations.

MIT campus examples
Sites
A common challenge for location data managers is how to handle office parks, medical or
academic campuses, industrial sites, government complexes, military bases and similar
situations. Street addresses may not exist or may not be commonly used. In a campus
situation, for example, many buildings may be nowhere near a named thoroughfare even
though there will likely be emergency vehicular access. For a large site, named sub-areas,
such as numbered parking lots around a stadium, may be very important parts of a location
record. These situations don’t fit well into a thoroughfare addressing paradigm.
Below is a series of screenshots of the MIT campus on-line map. These are intended to
illustrate the challenge of providing a single set of data elements to completely capture all the
information you might want about locations. Let’s start with the concept of a site.

MIT is a site, a delineated area which contains many buildings. And as I mentioned, the
advantage of a geographically based hierarchy is that it organizes records - if the site is
mapped, all the building features, be they points or polygons, can be geographically validated
against an inventory, such as might come from a facility management system. The site itself
might well be aggregated from parcels of land in an assessor database, and of course in the
case of MIT this information is going to come with exquisite detail from the facility manager
themselves – MIT has as you might expect a very capable facility management/GIS systems.

Subsites
Within the campus, there are designated sub-areas – we call these subsites. East Campus is
one such area, basically a small collection of buildings including buildings 62 and 64 as shown
below.

Buildings
Sites and subsites intuitively match up pretty well with the FGDC / CLDXF v1 hierarchy of
landmarks and subaddresses. The problem as mentioned above is what to do with buildings.
Here’s a building that you would probably consider a landmark – the Stratton Student Center.
Like many buildings, it also has a facility management identifier – W20. We didn’t solve the
problem of multiple building identifiers in v2 other than having multiple records – that would
have to done in the location database design. But it does illustrate the basic fallacy of
distinguishing between landmark buildings and other kinds of buildings based on the kind of
identifier. In CLDXF v1, a “named building” like the student center would likely be a
landmark, but a building identifier which was just a number, as some are, would probably be
considered a subaddress identifier. Having two different classes of identifiers for the same
building would be problematic.

More Buildings
A good illustration of that last point is the building shown below. The “Student Center” is a
prominent feature, but there are many buildings on the MIT campus whose names may not
be well-known to callers– even a subset of callers who are members of the MIT community.
Here’s the “Power Plant Annex.” What is the signage? Is the building a landmark? I don’t
know. Maybe it’s an outstanding example of 1920’s power plant architecture and tour buses
regularly go by. The point is that a Verizon technician wouldn’t know and in fact wouldn’t
have any basis at all for deciding if it’s a landmark. Hence our mantra – a building is a
building is a building.

Other elements
Next, let’s just briefly revisit the rest of the named location hierarchy - wing, unit, room,
section, row, seat and floor. Wing is new --- defined as a large portion of a structure, because
we found that many location descriptions needed the extra “level” of identifier. Hospitals,
airports, malls, large residential buildings are typical situations where you might have a wing.
Then you have units and rooms which are familiar. We did include some new guidance about
standardizing identifiers – so you can better match records and avoid duplicates. And in
parallel to Wing, Unit and Room we added some elements to deal with difficult cases. A
Section is an identified, unenclosed area within a structure like a stadium or huge factory
floor. It has no walls around it, but it is still a defined location. Row is also new - a linear
collection of seats, workstations, equipment or storage. Again, that would be for very large
structures, stadiums, performance venues, warehouses, factories. At the bottom of the
hierarchy, we still have Seat, slightly generalized but still the smallest “location,” horizontally
speaking, within a building. Finally, Floor is still the only vertical element – we spent a lot of
time on trying to standardize that information as well.

Site

An identified area of land, which may or may not have structures on it.

SubSite

A named sub-area of a site, such as a parking lot.

Structure

Any kind of "vertical" built feature such as a building, cell tower, tank
etc.

Wing

A large portion of a structure.

Unit
(type/value)

Most commonly, a collection of rooms with distinct function or
occupancy.

Room

A single enclosed space within a structure.

Section

An identified, unenclosed area within a structure like a stadium or
factory floor

Row

A linear collection of seats, workstations, equipment or storage.

Seat

A single seat, workstation, or other "point" location within a structure.

Floor

A defined vertical level within a structure.

Moving between CLDXF and FGDC compliance
Here is some perspective on moving between CLDXF compliance and FGDC. Just to reiterate,
street addressing is pretty much identical in the two environments, but management of other
kinds of location data is very different. The distinction between landmark and subaddress
features, because we couldn’t really define it precisely, goes away. The components of a
location record must be classified into one of a fixed hierarchy of types (or put in the catch-all
category.) The standard itself is the place to start with all this, but then the reference
document we put up explains the differences between the two approaches if you are coming
from an FGDC perspective. Automating the translation from one environment to the other
requires certain assumptions that not everyone will be happy with. The default
transformation assumes all sites and structures without a thoroughfare address are
landmarks and all sub-sites as well as all structures associated with a thoroughfare address
are subaddresses. Also, information can be preserved despite the incompatibility -- landmark
records can be “flagged” in the NENA GIS data model, and CLDXF element types can be
captured in FGDC exchange records.

The power of GIS
As far as long term goals for managing location data, I do believe that GIS changes everything.
The approach of classifying named locations in a GIS context is very powerful. It’s not that
you need to do a ton of fieldwork – it’s more that if you have GIS data at a certain level of
detail, you can match up that same level in the location hierarchy. If you have a location
record for “Kulik Library” – you don’t know if that’s a room, a wing or an entire building. The
CLDXF v1 workgroup concluded that someone must classify it that entry in order for it to be
most useful. In CLDXF v2 we expanded the fixed hierarchy to make it more useful as
discussed above. The point about the location hierarchy and GIS is that if “Kulik Library” is a
building, then all the location records like “Map Room” or “Third Floor” nest neatly
underneath it and attach to the building point in an intuitive way. I certainly appreciate the
flexibility of all-purpose named location elements, without a fixed hierarchy of types, but I
see much more value in the classification. If you’ve classified “Kulik Library” as a building,
then you know what kind of feature to attach it to, and a responder knows what they are
looking for. Once they arrive visual cues, signage and on-site personnel will direct them to
the Map Room.

